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Abstract

Text �ltering has become increasingly important as
the volume of networked information has exploded in
recent years� This paper reviews recent progress in
that �eld and reports on the development of a testbed
for experimental investigation of cognitive and inter�
active text selection based on a history of user evalu�
ations� An interactive �ltering system model is pre�
sented and a new cognitive �ltering technique which
we call the Gaussian User Model is described� Be�
cause development of analytic measures of text se�
lection e�ectiveness has proven intractable� we have
modi�ed the Cornell SMART text retrieval system
to create a �exible text �ltering testbed for experi�
mental determination of �ltering e�ectiveness� The
paper concludes with a description of the design of
this testbed system�

� Introduction

Automatic �ltering �or 	selective dissemination
� of
information from text sources has become increas�
ingly important as the volume of electronically acces�
sible texts has exploded in recent years� Among these
sources of electronically accessible texts are news sto�
ries� journal articles and electronic conference sys�
tems such as USENET� Text �ltering systems are de�
signed to sift through large quantities of dynamically
generated texts and identify those which may be rel�
evant to a user�s interests�

Malone� et� al� present a taxonomy of �ltering
approaches� de�ning cognitive� social and economic
�ltering ��� Cognitive �ltering is 	characterizing the
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contents of a message and the information needs of
potential message recipients and then using these rep�
resentations to intelligently match messages to re�
ceivers�
 while social �ltering is based on 	the per�
sonal and organizational interrelationships of individ�
uals in a community�
 While both cognitive and so�
cial �ltering are grounded in content� cognitive tech�
niques work by modeling the user�s interest based on
direct evidence about content� while social �ltering
�often called 	collaborative �ltering
� relies on indi�
rect evidence gathered by observing other users� re�
actions to the texts they read� While we expect that
the combination of cognitive and social �ltering will
often be superior to application of either technique in
isolation� some small�scale experimental evaluations
of social �ltering have suggested that a critical mass
must be reached before the bene�ts of this technique
can be e�ective� �� We believe that e�ective cognitive
�ltering provides a means to achieve this critical mass
of users� thus the goal of our present research pro�
gram is to experimentally evaluate the performance
of cognitive �ltering techniques�

Thirty years of research on text retrieval� in which
the objective has been to select documents from rel�
atively static collections� has produced a number of
e�ective content�based text selection techniques ���
Although some implementation details will di�er�
similar performance can be achieved when these tech�
niques are applied to �ltering applications ���� Re�
cently reported work has led us to conclude� however�
that techniques which automatically develop a user
model based on both document content and a sig�
ni�cant history of observing the user�s reactions to
those documents have the potential to achieve excel�
lent performance without extensive knowledge engi�
neering �� ���� For this reason� we are particularly
interested in considering the interactive application
of cognitive �ltering techniques�
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In order to provide a common frame of reference for
evaluating cognitive �ltering techniques we will adopt
the following interactive �ltering system model� Ini�
tially� documents may be sorted by source and�or cat�
egory to facilitate browsing� or they may be initially
�ltered based on stereotypes ��� or the use of so�
cial �ltering techniques �� ��� The user�s response
to each article is then observed and that informa�
tion is used to organize the display of newly arrived
texts� Because the computation for this retraining
step can be expensive� we are interested in charac�
terizing the impact of batching updates to the user
model on both e�ectiveness and e�ciency� To avoid
confounding our training and evaluation data with in�
correct inferences� we plan to rely on explicit binary
�	like�hate
� feedback in our experiment design and
disregard documents which the user declines to score�
We leave to future work the integration of less in�
trusive approaches based on indirect evidence �� ���
once the e�ectiveness of the �ltering algorithms have
been demonstrated�

The past several years have seen a tremendous
amount of activity in information �ltering research��

In the next section we describe three promising cog�
nitive text �ltering techniques which might be practi�
cally applied to interactive applications and propose
a new cognitive �ltering technique which we call the
Gaussian User Model� While analytic evaluation of
computational e�ciency is feasible� we have adopted
an experimental approach to evaluating e�ectiveness
because e�ectiveness has shown substantial variation
when the same technique is applied to di�erent test
collections� Our experimental testbed is designed to
perform side�by�side comparison of the e�ectiveness
of competing algorithms� using similar parameters
and the same test collection�

� Text Filtering Algorithms

Text retrieval approaches applicable to information
�ltering include boolean� vector space� probabilistic�
spreading activation and natural language process�
ing techniques ��� In the boolean approach� queries
are expressed as boolean expressions with the indexed
terms as the set of terminal symbols� and an unranked
set of documents which satisfy the expression is re�
turned� The vector space approach returns a ranked
list of documents based on the similarity of each docu�
ment to the query using a similarity function based on
vectors which are constructed from information about

�Links to every networked resource that we are aware of are
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the terms which occur in the documents� The prob�
abilistic approach also returns a ranked list� but de�
termines that ranking by estimating the probability
that each document will satisfy the information need�
Spreading activation methods rank documents using
connectionist networks with weighted links� Natu�
ral language processing techniques perform sophisti�
cated linguistic analysis to determine syntactic word
class and semantic content� Although many of the
approaches are intuitively appealing� the competi�
tive performance and relative simplicity of the vec�
tor space approach have led to fairly wide acceptance
and continued vector space application development�
In particular� the four text �ltering techniques we
describe below are all based on the vector space ap�
proach� Accordingly� we begin with a brief discussion
of that approach and a speci�c algorithm� Latent Se�
mantic Indexing �LSI�� which is common to three of
the four techniques�

In the vector space approach the set of terms in a
document is represented as a vector� where each com�
ponent of the vector is some function of the frequency
with which that term appears in the document� Step
functions� logarithms and functions which account for
the frequency of the term in the entire collection are
all common� Queries for vector space information re�
trieval systems are typically expressed in natural lan�
guage and their vector representation is computed in
the same manner as that used for documents� One of
the most widely used similarity measures is the co�
sine of the angle between two vectors� computed as
the inner product of two normalized vectors�

LSI uses a more sophisticated approach to create
the document vectors� but their similarity is com�
puted in the same way ��� From the complete collec�
tion of documents a term�document matrix in which
each entry is some function of the number of occur�
rences of a speci�c term in a speci�c document is �rst
formed� The Singular Value Decomposition �SVD� of
this matrix is then computed and small singular val�
ues �thought to represent the contribution of term
usage variations� are eliminated� The number of sin�
gular values to retain is a design parameter which can
be decided using an inductive algorithm in which the
retrieval e�ectiveness on an evaluation set is used to
measure the e�ect of varying that parameter� Once
the SVD is completed and the number of singular val�
ues to retain decided� the singular values and singular
vectors can be used to map term frequency vectors for
documents and queries into a subspace in which se�
mantic relationships from the term�document matrix
are preserved while term usage variations are sup�
pressed� The span of this subspace is uniquely de�ned
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by the set of singular vectors�

Foltz was the �rst to apply LSI to the text �ltering
problem ��� He tried three cognitive �ltering tech�
niques on a small USENET news collection� closest
match� average match� and clustering� Dumais has
evaluated Foltz�s average match technique in the �rst
three Text REtrieval Conferences �TREC� ��� In the
average match technique� the vector representation of
the information need is built as the mean of the con�
cept vectors for relevant documents in the training
set� Dumais reports that the performance of the av�
erage match technique exceeds that of a query�based
LSI implementation� and the TREC�� results show
that its overall performance is competitive with tech�
niques requiring more sophisticated linguistic analy�
sis�

Hull has recently built on this work by applying
LSI a second time to the reduced�dimensional vec�
tors which represent relevant documents in a train�
ing collection� a technique which he calls Text�based
Discriminant Analysis �TDA� ��� His objective is
to identify a small set of factors which explain the
majority of the variance in the concept distribution
of relevant documents� He then performs a modi�
�ed version of discriminant analysis to compute the
probability of relevance for newly arrived documents
in the evaluation set� As with the original LSI step�
the number of factors to retain is determined with an
inductive algorithm� Hull�s results on the Cran�eld
collection of ����� aeronautical abstracts� show sub�
stantial improvement over the average match tech�
nique�

Yang and Chute have also recently reported similar
performance with a text categorization technique ���
which they call Linear Least Squares Fit �LLSF��
They construct an optimal linear operator which min�
imizes the magnitude of the di�erence between the
transformed document vectors and a given vector
of category judgments on a training collection using
only the term�document frequency matrix and a vec�
tor of relevance judgments� If relevance is viewed
as a binary�valued category� LLSF can be applied to
cognitive text �ltering� Although Yang and Chute
use a SVD to construct a pseudoinverse of the term�
document frequency matrix when calculating the lin�
ear operator� their technique is fundamentally di�er�
ent from Hull�s because no singular values are sup�
pressed�

�Available at ftp���ftp�cs�cornell�edu�pub�smart�

The Gaussian User Model

Our technique combines aspects of both Hull�s TDA
technique and Yang and Chute�s LLSF� Like Hull� we
base our model of the user�s interest on the set of vec�
tors in the reduced�dimensional LSI 	concept
 space
associated with documents in the training collection
which are judged by the user to be relevant� But
like Yang and Chute�s LLSF technique� we intend to
maintain the contribution from every singular value
and singular vector in that set rather than suppress�
ing the smaller ones� The structure of our Gaussian
User Model is based on the intuitive observation that
when describing an interest� the range of acceptable
	values
 for speci�c features of that interest depends
strongly on the feature� For example� the interest
may be speci�c to the location� but insensitive to the
time �or speci�c to the time� but insensitive to the
location�� Since Deerwester� et� al� �� claim that the
singular vectors retained by LSI represent concepts�
it seems reasonable to consider interest representa�
tions which allow greater variation in one dimension
than another�

Sample mean vectors and sample covariance ma�
trices can be used to predict relevance by applying a
threshold to the Mahalanobis distance between a sta�
tistical interest representation and each vector rep�
resenting a new article� Mahalanobis distance is a
distance measure which computes the di�erence be�
tween a deterministic vector and a random vector in
an intuitively meaningful way based on the �rst and
second moments of the random vector�s distribution�
The formal de�nition is

r
� � ��x � ���T�����x� ���

where r is the Mahalanobis distance� �x is the deter�
ministic vector and �� and � are the mean vector and
the covariance matrix for the random vector�

The �rst and second moments of a random vec�
tor uniquely describe a Gaussian distribution� and
it is this observation which has led us to name this
a 	Gaussian User Model�
 For a multidimensional
Gaussian distribution� the surfaces of equal proba�
bility density form hyperellipses� so the Mahalanobis
distance is the probability density at which the deter�
ministic vector is found� In directions with small vari�
ance� small Euclidean distances equate to large Ma�
halanobis distances� For directions with large vari�
ances� even large Euclidean distances will equate to
relatively small Mahalanobis distances� To the ex�
tent that a distribution is well characterized by its
�rst and second moments� Mahalanobis distance is
essentially a measure of our 	surprise
 at encounter�
ing a speci�c instance of a random vector�
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Figure � provides a simple example in two dimen�
sions� In that �gure the ellipse depicts the contour
described by a constant Mahalanobis distance� while
the circle depicts a contour of constant cosine similar�
ity with the same mean vector� Because the cosine
measure is spherically symmetric� it is not possible
to simultaneously discriminate tightly in one direc�
tion while accepting a large variance in another when
that measure is used�
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Figure �� Contours of constant cosine similarity and
Mahalanobis distance

Until the number of relevant documents in the
training set exceeds the number of dimensions in the
reduced�dimensional LSI space� the sample covari�
ance matrix will not be invertible� Since between
��� and ��� dimensions are commonly retained in
the reduced�dimensional LSI space� direct computa�
tion of the Mahalanobis distance will not be possible
during the initial iterations of the interactive �lter�
ing process� We are evaluating two alternatives to
avoid this di�culty� When the number of missing
dimensions is small� we are considering heuristically
extending the eigenvalues of the sample covariance
matrix to achieve full rank� For example� we could
replace every zero eigenvalue with a value equal to
one half of the smallest non�zero eigenvalue� An al�
ternative� which we expect will be useful when even
fewer relevant documents are available� is to reduce
the dimensionality of the LSI representation� Because
singular values are� by convention� sorted in decreas�
ing order� this is easily implemented by truncating
the LSI document vectors�

� Performance Evaluation

Two fundamental measures of e�ectiveness for a text
�ltering system are e�ectiveness and e�ciency� Pre�
cision and recall are commonly used to characterize

e�ectiveness� Precision is the ratio of relevant docu�
ments that are retrieved to the total number of docu�
ments that are retrieved� High precision results when
a low false alarm rate is achieved� Recall is the ratio
of retrieved relevant documents to available relevant
documents� High recall is equivalent to a low rate of
false dismissals� Precision and recall must be mea�
sured concurrently in a ranked text selection system
because it is possible to increase one at the expense
of the other by adjusting the number of documents
examined� Often the time required for indexing and
retrieval for a standard test collection are reported as
measures of e�ciency for text retrieval systems� For
cognitive text �ltering systems� the time required to
exploit new evidence and to process newly arrived
documents are the analogous measures� Because our
emphasis is on interactive applications� the 	retrain�
ing time
 needed to exploit additional observations is
of particular signi�cance�

Evaluation of recall and precision requires knowl�
edge of the actual relevance judgment for each doc�
ument� Our insistence that the user provide explicit
binary relevance judgments will make it possible to
measure these parameters for the set of documents
which the user chooses to evaluate� Unfortunately�
the very interaction we wish to foster and evalu�
ate would create signi�cant di�culties for other re�
searchers wishing to duplicate reported results� We
believe that interactive evaluations will be essential
to evaluate usability� but that repeatable experiments
using standard document collections are important
when developing and evaluating algorithms�

Because the cognitive �ltering systems we are con�
sidering will bene�t from a large set of interest ev�
idence in a 	training collection
� a straightforward
partition of a standard document collection into
training and an evaluation subsets would require a
very large document collection� This is the approach
taken in TREC� Because resource constraints make it
impractical to score every document in such a large
collection against every possible interest� TREC uses
a pooled relevance methodology in which only doc�
uments selected by at least one of the participating
systems are scored and the remaining documents are
assumed not to be relevant� The pooled relevance
methodology results in accurate calculation of preci�
sion� but calculates only an upper bound for recall�
Because all participating systems are subject to the
same limitations with regard to recall calculations�
however� this issue does not impede comparisons be�
tween participating systems�

An alternative which is practical for smaller col�
lections in which every document can be judged� but
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in which there may now be relatively few documents
relevant to a speci�c interest� is the cross�validation
technique used by Hull ��� In cross�validation� a sin�
gle relevant document is omitted from the training
collection� the remainder of the documents �includ�
ing the omitted document� are ranked� and the rank
of the omitted document is recorded� By repeating
this procedure with each document omitted individ�
ually� a set of rankings is obtained which can be used
to compute precision and recall� Essentially� cross�
validation determines the typical performance of a
routing algorithm for the last document to arrive by
using multiple trials in which each document has the
opportunity to be 	last�
 Because the pooled rel�
evance methodology used in TREC is relatively ex�
pensive and requires that evaluation e�orts be coordi�
nated across development teams� cross�validation is a
useful technique� particularly for initial development
work on new �ltering algorithms�

Evaluation Resources

Because text retrieval e�ectiveness must be studied
empirically� a number of retrieval evaluation systems
and standard test collections have been made avail�
able by researchers in that �eld� The SMART in�
formation retrieval system is one of the most �exi�
ble systems for evaluation of vector space techniques�
Since we are not aware of any similar widely dis�
tributed system for evaluation of vector space text
�ltering techniques� we have modi�ed the SMART
version ���� distribution� to incorporate the neces�
sary capabilities� SMART is particularly well suited
to experimental evaluation of vector space text se�
lection algorithms because it contains extensive func�
tionality for experiment control in addition to a full
set of vector manipulation capabilities and a modest
interactive interface�

Because the techniques we are interested in com�
paring all require a singular value decomposition on a
large sparse matrix� our �rst step was to integrate the
C language version of SVDPACK�� a SVD package
which was developed with LSI applications in mind�
Because Hull�s TDA technique requires computation
of two singular value decompositions �although the
second matrix is not sparse�� so we have included
provisions for reusing this code� We achieved some
savings in integration e�ort �at the expense of exe�
cution e�ciency� by also using the same SVD code
to invert the sample covariance matrix when imple�
menting our Gaussian User Model technique� The

�Available at ftp���ftp�cs�cornell�edu�pub�smart�
�Available at http���www�netlib�org�svdpack�

e�ciency penalty is not particularly signi�cant be�
cause we plan to use our testbed only for e�ective�
ness measurements and to determine e�ciency ana�
lytically� Our experiments with the Gaussian User
Model also requires that that the singular vectors
span the complete space when inverting the sample
covariance matrix� We have added this capability to
SVDPACK using the Gramm�Schmidt algorithm�

Because SMART was developed to evaluate vec�
tor space information retrieval techniques� it contains
capabilities for reading and processing relevance in�
formation which we explot to obtain and store the
relevance evaluations required to train our cognitive
�ltering algorithms� We have implemented the train�
ing portion of our algorithms with cross�validation
in mind� including provisions to remove any individ�
ual document from the training collection using a
run�time parameter� SMART�s run�time parameter
mechanism is quite capable� and we also use it to se�
lect �le for SVD data in order to avoid unnecessary
SVD recomputation when performing multiple eval�
uation runs�

To date we have implemented Foltz�s average
match technique and our Gaussian User Model and
we are presently using the system to evaluate alter�
native techniques for inverting the sample covariance
matrix� SMART allows run�time subroutine selec�
tion� making performance comparisons straightfor�
ward� We expect to be able to implement LLSF
with the components we have completed� but some
additional code will be required for the discriminant
analysis component of TDA�

� Conclusion

The excellent performance reported recently been re�
ported for vector space techniques with obvious appli�
cations to interactive cognitive �ltering has led us to
develop a capability for evaluating these techniques
under controlled conditions� We hope to be able to
demonstrate a level of performance which will encour�
age more widespread use of text �ltering technology
in areas such as selective dissemination of literature
in medicine� business and academia� construction of
personalized digital newspapers� library collection de�
velopment� and internet resource discovery�
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